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search warrant documents

1.  warrant

2.  application

3.  attachment to application –
underlying facts

Fourth Amendment -- particularity requirement

Warrant must describe …  

"the place to be searched, and the 
persons or things to be seized."
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TEST:  adequacy of description in warrant

Does it enable officer to identify w/
reasonable certainty items thatreasonable certainty items that 
issuing magistrate has authorized to 
seize?

Maryland  v. Garrison,
480 U.S. 79 (1987)

incorporate affidavit into warrant!

warrant:warrant:

U i i th li ti d th iUpon reviewing the application and the accompanying 
affidavit of  __________,    which are made part of this 
Warrant and herein incorporated by reference,

Groh
-- all jurisdictions recognize incorporation saves

Why do police legitimately want to seize / search 
computer?

1.  it contains evidence1.  it contains evidence

(ex) drug dealers' records

(ex) who lives there, owns computer

2.  it was used to commit the crime  [instrument]2.  it was used to commit the crime  [instrument]
(ex)  e Bay fraud  (on-line auction house fraud)

(ex) illegal trading of music, movies

(ex) hacker's computer

(ex) illegal Internet gambling business
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3.   it's contraband, fruit of crime, criminally

possessed

contraband
* child porn
* pirated software
* copyrighted materials

fruits
*money from illegal transactions
*computer bought  with illegally obtained $

criminally possessed
*stolen property

U.S. v. Hill, 459 F.3d 966 (9th Cir. 2006)

can police seize all computer equipment and storage 
media?

• gov't must demonstrate factually need to do so in each 
case

• must explain why cannot describe objects of search 
more specifically

"seize the haystack to find the needle"

[no showing in Hill]  -- but what's the remedy for overbroad seizure?

why seize documents?

"all documents and other property related to computers and their 
operation, including manuals, and any devices to access 
computers, such as passwords and keys"

why: 

* how to run computer,  software programs
* how to access data 
* assist in establishing ownership and/or operator 

* passwords often written in manuals, notebooks, post-it notes, 
etc.

"THEREFORE necessary to seize all written material that is in 
close proximity of the computer system(s) being seized"
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comprehensive data analysis

Searching computer systems require range of data analysis 
techniques

some cases -- targeted searches 

others complicated because of 
mislabeling
hidden files
encoding communications
attempt to delete files
other steps designed to frustrate searches

MAY have to  examine all electronic storage devices and areas
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